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In machine learning problem settings, we generally assume pairwise relationships 
among the objects of our interest. An object set endowed with pairwise relationships 
can be naturally illustrated as a graph, in which the vertices represent the objects, and 
any two vertices that have some kind of relationship are joined together by an edge. In 
real-world, we are interested in the relationship between the objects more than the 
relationship between two objects, but even more complex multivariate relationships. 
If we simply put into a compressed multivariate relationships between pairwise 
sequence relationship, which will inevitably lose a lot of useful information and that 
will cause a certain degree of influence on the accuracy of the machine learning 
algorithm. A hypergraph edge contain multiple nodes, thus it contains more 
information than a normal graph. We use hypergraph to represent the complex 
relationships between objects we are interested in not only to ensure an accurate 
description of the relationship between the objects but also to ensure the accuracy of 
the machine learning algorithm. 
This paper studies the basic properties of hypergraph and the segmentation, 
random walk, spectrum segmentation, iterative methods and so on. We propose a 
hypergraph learning algorithm based feature selection method for indoor scene 
classification. It performs feature selection by hypergraph regularization, which not 
only considers the interaction among features but also the interaction between the 
feature selection heuristics and the corresponding classifier. For the convenience of 
the prediction of the new images, a liner regression model is integrated in the 
framework, making the new images classification directly and in real time. The 
experimental results show that our approach has satisfactory performance compared 
with previously proposed methods. 
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Flickr 的图片库进行比较相似度，而 Flickr 的图片库包含了大量的显性语义信
息。这种方法在图像分类，图像分割，图像获取等实验上都取得了比普通图像
描述符更好的效果。Torresani[43]等人使用一种由许多弱物体识别器组成的描述
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